
BEIJING: China has launched probes into three of
its largest social networking platforms over the sus-
pected dissemination of violence and obscenity-the
latest move aimed at sanitizing the country’s
increasingly closed-off internet.

The world’s most popular messaging service
WeChat, the Twitter-like Weibo as well as the Tieba
discussion forum are being investigated, according
to an announcement from the Cyberspace
Administration of China on Friday. Citing reports
from internet users, the administration said other
users on WeChat, Weibo and Tieba’s platforms “have
disseminated content showing violence, terrorism,
fake rumors, obscene pornography and more”. 

Such materials “endanger national security, pub-
lic security and the social order” and are illegal

under a cybersecurity law that came into force in
June, the agency said. 

The companies acknowledged the investigation
in statements Friday, and all three apologized to
their users for any “negative experiences” caused by
material that “corrupted” the social networks.

“Weibo is deeply aware of its responsibilities,” the
site said.  “The next step for us will be to upgrade
our technology and artificial control measures to
combat...  undesirable content, continuing to
enhance our ability to find and dispose of bad infor-
mation, guide and encourage users to report (such
content) and intensify efforts to manage it.”

China’s internet is already considered one of the
most tightly-controlled in the world, with a censor-
ship system known as the “Great Firewall”. But

restrictive measures have multiplied in recent
months, as celebrity gossip blogs and online video
streaming sites alike have fallen victim to the new
web regulations.

Last month, the Cyberspace Administration
directed the country’s biggest technology firms-
including Baidu, Tencent and Sohu-to shut down
accounts on their networks that publish “bad infor-
mation”. The content was deemed to misinterpret
policy directives and distort Chinese Communist
Party history. Another mandate in the new cyber-
security law requires online platforms to get a
license to post news reports or commentary about
the government, economy, military, foreign affairs
and social issues. There has also been increasing
concern among internet users that they will com-

pletely lose access to virtual private networks
(VPN), software which allows people to circumvent
the Great Firewall.

In January China’s Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology (MIIT) announced it would
be banning the use of unlicensed VPN providers.
While there has been little clarity on what exactly
the rule meant and how, or even if, it would be
implemented, Apple said last month that it was
removing VPNs from its China app store.

“The Red Guard generation is in power now,” one
Weibo commenter said of the latest investigation,
alluding to a 1960s youth paramilitary movement
that tormented and attacked people whom they
perceived to be opposed to Mao Zedong’s Cultural
Revolution. —AFP
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SAN FRANCISCO: Ride-services company Uber
is facing a divided board of directors and angry
shareholders after investor Benchmark Capital
filed a lawsuit against the company’s ousted
chief executive, Travis Kalanick, dealing another
blow to the firm as it struggles to recover from a
series of scandals and hire a new leader.

On Friday morning, three Uber investors
asked Benchmark to divest its shares and step
down from Uber Technologies Inc’s board,
according to an email published by news web-
site Axios and confirmed by Reuters. Also on
Friday, members of the board of directors sent
an email to Uber staff expressing dismay over
the Benchmark lawsuit, according to a copy of
the note obtained by Reuters.

“The Board of Directors is disappointed that a
disagreement between shareholders has result-

ed in litigation,” the directors wrote. “The Board
has urged both parties to resolve the matter
cooperatively and quickly, and the Board is tak-
ing steps to facilitate that process.”

Benchmark, in its lawsuit filed on Thursday, is
seeking to force Kalanick off the board, and
accuses him of concealing a range of misdeeds

and scheming to retain power at the company
even after he was forced to resign as chief exec-
utive in June.

Benchmark was among the Uber investors in
June who pressed Kalanick to step down after a
string of setbacks. Investors Shervin Pishevar of
Sherpa Capital,  Ron Burkle of Yucaipa
Companies and Adam Leber, an angel investor
who works for music company Maverick, on
Friday wrote an email to shareholders and board
members calling for Benchmark to remove itself

from the company board and divest enough of
its shares so that it would no longer have the
right to appoint other board seats.

“We have investors ready to acquire these
shares as soon as we receive communication
from Benchmark that they are willing to with-
draw their lawsuit and sell a minimum of 75
percent of their holdings,” the email said,
according to Axios.

Reuters confirmed the email with a source
close to one of the investors. The three investors
and Benchmark could not be reached for com-
ment. The division and hostility emerging
among Uber investors and directors opens a
new front in a highly unusual public battle for
Silicon Valley. It is rare for a venture firm to sue
the central figure of a valuable portfolio compa-
ny, and equally unexpected for investors to
make a counter-move to push out a fellow
investor backing the same company.

Pishevar, Burkle and Leber-who are not mem-
bers of the board of directors-said Benchmark’s
lawsuit harms Uber’s valuation, interferes with
fundraising efforts and impedes the company’s
search for a new CEO to replace Kalanick.
Benchmark’s tactics are “ethically dubious and,
critically, value-destructive rather than value
enhancing,” the investors wrote in the email,
according to Axios.

The email from the board of directions was
signed by Yasir Al-Rumayyan, Ryan Graves,
Arianna Huffington, Wan Ling Martello and
David Trujillo. Missing were the signatures of
Kalanick and Benchmark board member Matt
Cohler. It assured staff that there were “several
outstanding candidates” for the CEO job.

One Uber investor told Reuters that Kalanick’s
continued role at the company has complicated
the CEO search and scared off some good candi-
dates. — Reuters

Uber faces battle over 
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Ride-services firm is beset with scandals

DETROIT: Around the world, support is
growing for electric cars. Automakers are
delivering more electric models with
longer range and lower prices, such as the
Chevrolet Bolt and the Tesla Model 3. China
has set aggressive targets for electric vehi-
cle sales to curb pollution; some European
countries aim to be all-electric by 2040 or
sooner. Those lofty ambitions face numer-
ous challenges, including one practical
consideration for consumers: If they buy
electric cars, where will they charge them?

The distribution of public charging sta-
tions is wildly uneven around the globe.
Places with lots of support from govern-
ments or utilities, l ike China, the
Netherlands and California, have thousands
of public charging outlets. Buyers of Tesla’s
luxury models have access to a company-
funded Supercharger network. But in many
places, public charging remains scarce.
That’s a problem for people who need to
drive further than the 200 miles or so that
most electric cars can travel. It’s also a barri-
er for the millions of people who don’t have
a garage to plug in their cars overnight.

“Do we have what we need? The answer
at the moment is, ‘No,’” says Graham Evans,
an analyst with IHS Markit. Take Norway,
which has publicly funded charging and
generous incentives for electric car buyers.
Architect Nils Henningstad drives past 20
to 30 charging stations each day on his 22-
mile (35-kilometer) commute to Oslo. He
works for the city and can charge his Nissan
Leaf at work; his fiancee charges her Tesla
SUV at home or at one of the world’s
largest Tesla Supercharger stations, 20
miles away.

It’s a very different landscape in New
Berlin, Wisconsin, where Jeff Solie relies on
the charging system he rigged up in his
garage to charge two Tesla sedans and a Volt.
Solie and his wife don’t have chargers at their
offices, and the nearest Tesla Superchargers
are 45 miles (72 kilometers) away.

“If I can’t charge at home, there’s no way
for me to have electric cars as my primary
source of transportation,” says Solie, who
works for the media company EW Scripps.
The uneven distribution of chargers wor-
ries many potential electric vehicle owners.
It’s one reason electric vehicles make up
less than 1 percent of cars on the road.
“Humans worst-case their purchases of
automobiles. You have to prove to the con-
sumer that they can drive across the coun-
try, even though they probably won’t,” says
Pasquale Romano, the CEO of ChargePoint,
one of the largest charging station
providers in North America and Europe.

Gaps to be filled
Romano says there’s no exact ratio of

the number of chargers needed per car. But

he says workplaces should have one charg-
er for every 2.5 electric cars and retail stores
need one for every 20 electric cars.
Highways need one every 50 to 75 miles,
he says. That suggests a lot of gaps still
need to be filled.

Automakers and governments are push-
ing to fill them. The number of publicly
available, global charging spots grew 72
percent to more than 322,000 last year, the
International Energy Agency said. Navigant
Research expects that to grow to more
than 2.2 million by 2026; more than one-
third of those will be in China.

Tesla Inc. - which figured out years ago
that people wouldn’t buy its cars without
roadside charging - is doubling its global
network of Supercharger stations to 10,000
this year. BMW, Daimler, Volkswagen and
Ford are building 400 fast-charging stations
in Europe. Volkswagen is building hun-
dreds of stations across the US as part of its
settlement for selling polluting diesel
engines. Even oil-rich Dubai, which just got
its first Tesla showroom, has more than 50
locations to charge electric cars.

But there are pitfalls. There are different
types of charging stations, and no one
knows the exact mix drivers will eventual-
ly need. A grocery store might spend
$5,000 for an AC charge point, which pro-
vides a car with 5 to 15 miles of range in
30 minutes. But once most cars get 200 or
300 miles per charge, slow chargers are
less necessary. Electric cars with longer
range need fast-charging DC chargers
along highways, but DC chargers cost
$35,000 or more.

That uncertainty makes it difficult to
make money setting up chargers, says Lisa
Jerram, an associate director with Navigant
Research. For at least the next three to five
years, she says, deep-pocketed automak-
ers, governments and utilities will be pri-
marily responsible for building charging
infrastructure.

There’s also the question of who will
meet the needs of apartment dwellers. San
Francisco, Shanghai and Vancouver,
Canada, are now requiring new homes and
apartment buildings to be wired for EV
charging. But without government sup-
port, plans for charging stations can falter.
In Michigan, a utility’s $15 million plan to
install 800 public charging stations was
scrapped in April after state officials and
ChargePoint objected.

Solie, the electric car owner in
Wisconsin, l ikes Europe’s approach:
Governments should set bold targets for
electric car sales and let the private sector
meet the need. “If the US were to send up a
flare that policy was going to change...
investments would become very attractive,”
he says. —AP

SAN FRANCISCO: Consumer Reports is
pulling its recommendation of four
Microsoft laptops after one of its surveys
found that users were complaining about
problems with the devices.

The consumer advocacy group said
Thursday that it can no longer recommend
Microsoft laptops or tablets because of
poor reliability compared to other brands.
Microsoft said the findings don’t accurately
reflect Surface owners’ “true experiences.”

The consumer group says Microsoft
machines have performed well in laboratory
testing. But a subscriber survey found start-
up and freezing problems. The devices los-
ing their “recommended” status are the
Surface Laptop (128GB and 256GB versions)
and Surface Book (128GB and 512GB ver-
sions). Consumer Reports last pulled laptop
recommendations in 2015, when ratings
were removed for two Hewlett-Packard lap-
tops and one made by Lenovo. —AP

SAN FRANCISCO: Amazon.com Inc is exploring a tech-
nology first developed for the US military to produce
tasty prepared meals that do not need refrigeration, as
it looks for new ways to muscle into the $700 billion US
grocery business.

The world’s biggest online retailer has discussed sell-
ing ready-to-eat dishes such as beef stew and a veg-
etable frittata as soon as next year, officials at the start-
up firm marketing the technologytold Reuters. The dish-
es would be easy to stockpile and ship because they do
not require refrigeration and could be offered quite
cheaply compared with take-out from a restaurant.

If the cutting-edge food technology comes to
fruition, and Amazon implements it on a large scale, it
would be a major step forward for the company as it
looks to grab hold of more grocery customers shifting
toward quick and easy meal options at home.

Delivering meals would build on the company’s
AmazonFresh service, which has been delivering gro-
ceries to customers’ homes for a decade. It could also
complement Amazon’s planned $13.7 billion purchase
of Whole Foods Market Inc and Amazon’s checkout-free
convenience store, which is in the test stage. The pio-
neering food-prep tech, known as microwave assisted
thermal sterilization, or MATS, was developed by
researchers at Washington State University, and is
being brought to market by a venture-backed startup
called 915 Labs, based in Denver.

The method involves placing sealed packages of
food in pressurized water and heating them with
microwaves for several minutes, according to 915 Labs.

Unlike traditional processing methods, where pack-
ages are in pressure cookers for up to an hour until
both bacteria and nutrients are largely gone, the dishes
retain their natural flavor and texture, the company
said. They also can sit on a shelf for a year, which would
make them suitable for Amazon’s storage and delivery
business model. “They obviously see that this is a
potential disruptor and an ability to get to a private
brand uniqueness that they’re looking for,” said Greg
Spragg, a former Wal-Mart Stores Inc executive and
now head of a startup working with MATS technology.
“They will test these products with their consumers,
and get a sense of where they would go.”

Amazon declined to comment. Spragg’s company,
Solve for Food, plans to acquire a MATS machine from
915 Labs that can make 1,800 packages an hour. The
company aims to use the machine at a new food inno-
vation center in northwest Arkansas, near the head-
quarters of Wal-Mart. 915 Labs also has an Arkansas
connection: it is designing the beef stew and other
dishes with a chef at the Bentonville-based Brightwater
Center for the Study of Food. Wal-Mart did not com-
ment on whether it is looking into the technology.

MATS technology grew out of efforts by the US
Army’s Natick laboratories more than a decade ago to
improve food quality for soldiers in combat.
Washington State University, a five-hour drive from
Amazon’s Seattle headquarters, received US funding
and became the research hub for MATS. —Reuters

H
BO offered a reward of $250,000 in
response to a data breach at the
television group that produces

“Game of Thrones,” according to a report
from a leaked memo. The report by Variety
on Thursday said HBO offered the pay-
ment as a “bug bounty,” which is offered
by companies to discover vulnerabilities in
their computer networks.

The offer apparently failed to satisfy the
attackers who have demanded a ransom of
millions of dollars and are threatening to
release more files from what is claimed to
be a massive data breach.

HBO, a unit of the media group Time

Warner, did not respond to a query about
the Variety report. Earlier this week, a video
circulating online authored by someone
identified only as “Mr. Smith” said the hack-
ers had videos, scripts, personnel files and
other sensitive data from the breach. The
hackers demanded “six month salary,”
which, according to the video, would be
more than $6 million.

Last week the hacker group leaked
one script of “Games of Thrones” and con-
tent from other HBO productions. HBO
has said it was working with forensic
experts and law enforcement in response
to the attack. — AFP
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In this photo provided by Nils Henningstad, Henningstad poses next to his Tesla
Model X while charging the electric car at a public charging station on Thursday. —AP

For electric cars to take off, 
they’ll need place to charge

CARACAS: A massive cyberattack that took
down government websites in Venezuela
earlier this week also has left seven million
mobile phone users without service, the
government said Thursday.

A group that calls itself The Binary
Guardians claimed responsibility for attacks
that targeted the websites of the govern-
ment, the supreme court and the National
Assembly. “These terrorist actions which
affected the Movilnet’s GSM platform on
Wednesday left without communication
seven of the state operator’s 13 million
users,” Science and Technology Minister
Hugbel Roa said.

Venezuela has two other private mobile
phone operators: Spanish-owned Movistar
and Digitel.

Roa said the outage was part of a wave
of attacks that began Monday when
dozens of government and private compa-
ny websites were hacked. Roa said there
also have been nine cuts in the country’s
fiber optic network, which has cut off
already precarious internet service to seven
states. “The attacks were carried out with
the help of foreign agents, trying once
again to disrupt our country’s connectivity,”
Roa said, adding that an investigation was
underway. —AFP
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